THREE THINGS: LAWYER
DUMPS KUSHNER, HOT
AT FOX, DIMON’S
DOUCHERY
Can’t keep up with the amount of crap in the
news today. It’s a Friday smack in the middle of
summer, for god’s sake; can’t the news-making
weasels give the treadmill a rest? Go to the
beach already. Chris Christie can give you
directions. Sheesh.
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Jamie Gorelick put on her boots made for
walking. She’s “wrapping up,” they say. Yeah,
like rotting fish in news paper, wrapping up.
The ~100 names added to Kushner’s SF-86 must
have been the last straw — or perhaps the
baloney fib about a staffer hitting Enter too
soon on a correction to the SF-86 (which is
supposed to be a paper form?).
With Team Trump, watch the women. When they
leave it’s a sign, just like with The Donald’s
ex-wives
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Fox News’ too-few journalists are struggling
with the crap Team Trump is shoveling. Check out
Shepard Smith’s southern accent unleashed while
talking with Chris Wallace about all the lies
from the White House. Wallace is nearly without
words at one point.
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JPMorgan’s CEO Jamie Dimon went off on a rant
about the U.S. today. Depending on which outlet
you read you’ll find completely different takes
on what he said. Sadly, it’s more of the same
crap which both caused the 2008 crash and put us
in this lie-filled quagmire today (too much
litigation, complex non-competitive taxes, blahblah-blah). The jerk-offs on Wall Street don’t

realize that regulations they bitch about are
what makes the U.S. a safe place to live and do
business. China has envied our clean skies and
our banking system assures businesses will see
their money all their money at the end of the
day.
If anything is fucked up with the U.S. it’s that
its workers don’t make a living wage and are
sandwiched between outrageous college tuition
payments and rising rents — and guys like Dimon
(who should have been perp walked) think coastal
real estate is pricey?
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Okay, a fourth thing: Corey Lewandowski tried to
give Donald Trump cover for his whereabouts on
June 9th last year. WHY? We know now there were
EIGHT people in the meeting room though it’s not
clear who the last person was. Paul Manafort? Or
Donald Trump?
Treat this like an open thread — and treat each
other gently, you’ve only just started the
weekend!

